MOBILISATION COLLECTIVE AROUND THE LINK BETWEEN THE PORTS

 thee are three main objectives to achieving a sustainable transport system:

- Increasing the capacity of the supply chain
- Reducing the cost of transport
- Improving the environmental impact

The importance of these objectives is crucial for achieving a sustainable transport system. By increasing the capacity of the supply chain, we can reduce the number of trips required to transport goods, thereby lowering costs and reducing emissions. Reducing the cost of transport is equally important, as it can make it more affordable for businesses and consumers. Improving the environmental impact is also crucial, as it can help to reduce the carbon footprint of the transport sector.

2013: THE INTEGRATION INTO A STRATEGIC PLAN

The integration of the link between the ports into the strategic plan is a significant step towards achieving a sustainable transport system. This plan will outline the key objectives and strategies for achieving the desired outcomes. It will also provide a roadmap for implementing the necessary changes and initiatives.

A NEW PARTNER FOR THE TRANSITION: EWING

For the transition to be successful, it is essential to have the right partners in place. Ewing is a new partner who can help to drive the transition forward. They have a proven track record in delivering sustainable transport solutions and are committed to working closely with the stakeholders to achieve the desired outcomes.

LAUNCHING THE SUPER CLAR BUSINESS HARMON

The launch of the Super Clar Business Harmon is a significant milestone in the transition to a sustainable transport system. This initiative will provide a platform for businesses to collaborate and share best practices, thereby enabling them to achieve their sustainability goals.

2008: THE FUTURE IS HERE: THE VENTANA PROJECT

The Ventana project is an example of the benefits that can be achieved through the transition to a sustainable transport system. By using the latest technology and innovative solutions, the project has been able to significantly reduce costs and improve the environmental impact of the transport sector.